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Abstract
Internet worms impact Internet security around the world even though there are
many defenses to prevent the damage they inflict. The National Security Agency (NSA)
Systems and Network Attack Center (SNAC) publishes in-depth configuration guides to
protect networks from intrusion; however, the effectiveness of these guides in preventing
the spread of worms hasn’t been studied.
This thesis establishes how well the NSA SNAC guides protect against various
worms and exploits compared to Microsoft patches alone. It also identifies the aspects of
the configuration guidance that is most effective in the absence of patches and updates,
against network worm and e-mail virus attacks. The results from this thesis show that the
Microsoft patches and the NSA SNAC guides protect against all worms and exploits
tested. The main difference is NSA SNAC guides protected as soon as they were applied
where as the Microsoft patches needed to be written, distributed and applied in order to
work. The NSA SNAC guides also provided protection by changing default permissions
and passwords some worms and exploits use to exploit the computer as well as removed
extraneous packages that could have undiscovered exploits.

x

NSA SNAC SECURITY GUIDES VS KNOWN WORMS

1 Introduction and Importance of Research Topic
Worms are similar to computer viruses in that they can destroy data on computers
and networks, but they have the additional ability to spread and disrupt the network
without human interaction. Worms have been spreading faster as Internet connectivity
has increased, some worldwide in as little as 15 minutes. This gives little warning or
time for defensive measures to be put in place. The research objective of this effort is to
determine if the National Security Agency (NSA) Systems and Network Attack Center
(SNAC) security guides, alone, are effective protection against worms and viruses.
Since the United States has become increasingly dependent on computer networks for
both defense and commerce, small disruptions in these networks can cause both great
distress and damage. Computer worms cost both money and man hours to correct
wasting resources. Knowing how well or what parts of the NSA SNAC guides are
effective can help to minimize the damage from worms and may protect systems in future
attacks.
1.1 Outline of Research Goals
The goal of this thesis is to determine whether the National Security Agency (NSA)
Systems and Network Attack Center (SNAC) security guides are effective protection
against the infection and spread of worms. In addition, aspects of the configuration
guidance that are most effective in the absence of patches and updates are identified.
1

Since Microsoft products are found on over 90% of desktop systems, 55% of servers
[Thu03] and 53% of Fortune 1000 Internet web servers [Huc03], this research uses
Microsoft based operating systems and worms that attack those systems.
Two LANs are used as a test bed, one with a default installation of the Windows
Operating System and the other with varying levels of protection to determine how well
the NSA SNAC guides protect the respective computers. The levels of protection are:
initial setup, initial setup with current Microsoft patches installed, initial setup with only
NSA SNAC guides applied, and initial setup and both current Microsoft patches installed
and NSA SNAC guides applied. Worms are run against each of the levels of protection
to determine which level of protection works best. These worms are selected based on
whether they attack the operating system or applications.
1.2 Overview of Research Document
Chapter 2 is an introduction on the history of worms as well as an overview of how
they work and some common attributes. It covers other ways to prevent worms from
spreading, both host based and network based. An analysis on four worms, Code Red
version I and II, Nimda, and SQL Slammer is also covered. The exploits tested in this
thesis are also discussed. The chapter discusses current research on defeating worms.
Chapter 3 contains the methodology used to conduct the research. The goals are
discussed as well as the approach to solve the problem. System boundaries, services,
parameters and factors are presented as well. The experimental design and the evaluation
technique are also covered.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of the experiments. The chapter also examines reasons
for the exploits failure or success with respect to the NSA SNAC guides. Several
additional ways to secure the computers other than what the NSA SNAC guides suggest
are examined.
Chapter 5 discusses of what type of configuration protects the best. What exploits
the NSA SNAC guides protect against is specified. The significance of these findings to
the security community is also given. Recommendations are made on how to better
protect computer systems against worms.

3

2 Literature Review
In this chapter, Internet worms and the financial costs they have incurred are
discussed. The operation of a worm is explained by describing common traits they all
have. Detailed descriptions of four current worms are presented: Code Red & Code Red
II, Nimda, and Sapphire. The exploits used in this thesis are also explained. Methods to
prevent worms from attacking and destroying networks are also discussed. Since proper
configuration of a computer is an effective way to stop worms, the National Security
Agency’s (NSA) System and Network Attack Center (SNAC) “how to” guides are
described.
2.1 Worms
The United States has become increasingly dependent on computer networks for
both defense and commerce and even small disruptions in this network can cause great
distress among its users. Computer worms have the ability to disrupt the network without
the human interaction that viruses require. Worms are stand alone programs that seek out
vulnerable computers on the network wasting both computing time and bandwidth.
This chapter concentrates on worms and exploits written for Microsoft operating
systems and products rather than on their UNIX counterparts for a number of reasons.
The first reason is Microsoft products are found on over 90% of desktop systems, 55% of
servers [Thu03] and 53% of Fortune 1000 Internet web servers [Huc03]. The fact that
the Microsoft OS runs on a common x86 architecture while a Unix OS runs on numerous
platforms allows worms to exploit more systems with a minimum of coding on part of the
hacker. Furthermore, since most users of Microsoft products do so with no formal
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security training, they form the most vulnerable group to be threatened by worms. They
also form a large group that, if combined, could form a large distributed denial of service
attack. Furthermore, the NSA SNAC guides that are the subject of this research are
targeted to the Windows-based platform.
2.2 Worms History and Cost
Worms predate the Internet; they are named after a 1975, John Brunner story, The
Shockwave Rider [Arc99]. The major defining characteristic of a worm is they are self
contained and require no interaction with a user to execute. This independent execution
ability gives worms the ability to use a significant amount of network bandwidth. In
early 1980 Xerox created user independent processes that were used as helpful services,
but some were poorly written and demonstrated the future danger of worms when they
continuously rebooted infected computers [Arc99]. The first self-replicating, selfpropagating worm was created by Robert Morris Jr. as part of his doctoral work in 1988.
The Morris worm shutdown the largest percentage of the Internet to date, nearly ten
percent, and cost an estimated $10-100 million to cleanup [Sul98]. This damage was
completely unintentional. Errors in the code caused computers to be infected multiple
times, spawning new processes that eventually brought infected computers to a halt. The
CERT Coordination Center, a federally funded center of Internet security expertise was
formed as a direct result of the Morris worm’s ability to do so much harm in such a short
period.
When the Morris worm was released, the Internet was largely homogeneous. This
allowed the same worm to propagate throughout each server without alteration of the
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code. Until Windows became the dominate OS, the Internet had a variety of operating
systems (OS) and platform architectures. Now, with the Microsoft OS controlling
approximately 90% of desktop and 45% of servers, the Internet has returned to a relative
state of homogeneity [Naz04].
Current worms usually take advantage of bugs and security holes to infiltrate
networks. The SoBig and Blaster worms of 2003 resulted in the biggest cleanup and
longest down time thus far. The SoBig.F worm alone cost over $30 billion for cleanup
and according to experts; the Blaster worm may have contributed to the failure of the
eastern US power grid on August 14th 2003 [AdG03].
About 70% of South Korean users access the Internet using broadband and in
2003 the SQL Slammer worm infected their top three Internet providers which virtually
brought the Korean Internet to a halt [AdG03]. With the increase of broadband Internet
connections to home users, worm damage and propagation is expected to increase
substantially. Given their ability to cause damage, it is clear emerging worms need to be
stopped before they spread. The first step is to find out how worms actually work.
2.3 How Worms Work
Since they do not rely on user interaction, worms are programmed with all the
information they need to spread from the beginning. To speed up the process of creating
worms, most hackers exploit published security flaws with readily available patches to
gain access to computers. Some even use the published flaw’s code in their worm.
Another type of worm, the so-called “zero-day” worms, are harder to prevent because
they use vulnerabilities that haven’t been identified by the security community and don’t
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have patches. This makes it much more difficult to stop them. Even so, all worms share
some basic characteristics: autonomy, replication, reconnaissance, attack, defense,
command interface, and polymorphism [Tod03].
The first four characteristics, autonomy, replication, reconnaissance, and attack,
are all present in modern worms. Autonomy is a fundamental ability in a worm since
once unleashed, a worm should spread without intervention. Replication is also a key
trait for a worm since it needs this to spread. Worms use reconnaissance to find other
computers that have a vulnerability that can be exploited. When the worm attacks, it is
usually done in a two stage process. First, the worm exploits the vulnerability and loads
itself onto the computer, and then it executes code to start the process of replicating from
that computer [Tod03].
Modern worms use the last three characteristics, defense, command interface, and
polymorphism, to increase their destructive ability. Modern worms use multiple attacks
so they can exploit multiple vulnerabilities or different operating systems. In addition,
they can take advantage of multiple vulnerabilities in multiple operating systems and
report compromises to a central database. Once the worm loads itself on a vulnerable
computer it must avoid detection using its defensive capabilities. It can change its
process name to something obscure, like a critical system process. The worm could also
disable detection systems or send decoy packets to make it hard to locate other infected
computers. A worm may send an identical replica of its code or use polymorphism to
send out a modified version. Worms use polymorphism so there is no single code
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signature to discover and block. This can be potentially devastating since many worm
filters use signatures and are rendered ineffective if each instance is different.
There are four main reasons worms continue to be generated even though they
produce a great deal of “noise” during intrusion; ease, penetration, coverage and
persistence [Naz01]. Worms are easy to generate because automation makes tasks easier.
Writing a worm is not necessarily fast. It can, in fact, take a long time. Worms can
penetrate systems not only through effective code, but also through good fortune on the
part of the attacker. Worms spread quickly due to their very nature; this coverage helps
them persist over long periods of time since some users don’t patch their systems quickly
or at all [Naz01].
Some of the exceptionally virulent worms like Code Red and Nimda have
persisted on the network for months after patches have been applied since worm writers
have targeted broadband users of late. Each of these reasons make worms a threat for the
foreseeable future. The relative ease of writing a worm also ensures that they will be
around for a while [Naz01].
2.4 Worms, Friend or Foe?
While most worms are used to cause damage, some worms have been used for
productive tasks, albeit with mixed results. The Xerox worm of the early 1980’s operated
at night to balance daytime processing load for large tasks or to update system files.
Unfortunately, these worms had some unintended consequences and caused computers to
continually restart showing that worms could be used for malicious actions [Arc99]. The
recent Nachi / Welchia worm loaded itself onto vulnerable Windows machines and
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attempted to patch the computer so that neither it nor the Blaster worm could affect it
anymore. While both of these worms tried to help automate tasks, there were serious
problems with bandwidth utilization and unintentional system misconfigurations that
could have serious consequences.
While all worms use network bandwidth and CPU time, some carry a payload to
perform malicious actions on compromised computer such as installing a Trojan horse,
keystroke logger, or other types of spy ware. Worms can also destroy files or other
information unintentionally. Since even the best intentioned worms have been shown to
cause problems therefore, it is best not to allow any worm to be transmitted across a
network.
2.5 Future of Worms
Code Red and Nimda, which spread around the world in days, seem tame
compared to the predictions concerning future worms. After the appearance of the Code
Red worm, it was postulated that in the future worms could take over the Internet within
15 minutes [Naz04]. This type of worm was dubbed the Warhol worm. Today’s worms
spread faster with less code, giving rise to the thought of the Warhol or flash worm. A
flash worm could be achieved by scanning in advance for vulnerable machines and
splitting up the worm distribution so the servers and network bandwidth is not
overwhelmed [Naz04].
While today’s worms have been troublesome in both cost of cleanup and wasted
bandwidth, the future looks even worse. To date, worms haven’t been overly malicious;
they have mainly wasted bandwidth and caused temporary denial of service. Future
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worms could carry devastating packages that delete data causing widespread damage.
This is especially true for broadband users, the new target among worms, since they
seldom make backups of their data.
Worms frequently announce their terrorist or political agendas. The Code Red
worm proclaimed, “Hacked by Chinese”, on the web pages it defaced. Future worms will
likely try to spread messages of groups either by defacing web pages like the Code Red
worm, causing some type of denial of service or worse [ArR01].
Future worms will also likely target new areas. Peer-to-peer networks, such as
Kazaa and Bittorrent, encourage the swapping of files among users. These could be used
spread worms through the exchange of tainted files. If embedded devices such as routers
are attacked, entire networks could be taken off-line. Many other embedded devices,
printers, home appliances, and broadband adapters, have become accessible to the web
with little concern about their security vulnerabilities. Since these devices use firmware,
upgrading them is difficult if not impossible making worms even more of a threat.
2.6 Case Studies
At this point, case studies of four particular worms are presented: Code Red &
Code Red II, Nimda, and SQL Slammer.
2.6.1 Code Red & Code Red II (July 2001)
The Code Red worm uses a buffer overflow attack to gain access to Microsoft’s
Internet Information Services (IIS) Indexing Service Dynamic Link Library (DLL) which
had a known vulnerability at the time. A patch to fix the vulnerability had been released
a month earlier. Code Red spawns 100 threads, one trying to alter the main web page and
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the other 99 trying to find new computers to attack [Naz04]. CERT describes the attack
as a three step process. First, the worm tries to exploit a random computer with a buffer
overflow on TCP port 80. Then, it changes the default web page on English language
machines to read, “HELLO! Welcome to http://www.worm.com! Hacked By Chinese!”
Finally, the worm performs one of three actions depending on the day of the month:
propagate to other machines, flood a fixed IP address to create a denial of service attack,
or sleep. Additionally, the IIS attack sometimes results in root level access to the
compromised machine [CER02].
Code Red is one of the first worms to use the homogeneity of the Internet to
spread with the same speed of the 1988 Morris worm. It also foreshadows information
warfare with the politically motivated “Hacked by Chinese” slogan. Code Red was
contained because of the flaws in its random number generator code and the ability to
fool it into thinking a computer was already infected [Naz04]. Code Red 2 fixed the flaw
in the random number generator resulting in a significant increase in the number of scans
by the worm. The worm used TCP, so every instance of a Code Red worm had to wait
for an explicit response from the computer it was attacking before it would continue
which prevented it from spreading faster.
While Code Red II used the same buffer overflow of the original Code Red, it
used a probabilistic island hopping approach instead of the less effective randomly
generated IP address of its predecessor. This island hopping approach treats network
blocks as islands and the worm focuses its attention on this local network before moving
to another random destination network [Naz04]. It also creates an entry in the registry to
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flag the computer as compromised [CER01]. Finally, it generates backdoors on the
compromised machines by loading the executables “cmd.exe” to executable script
directories and a Trojan horse copy of “explore.exe” that maps the computer’s disk drives
[Naz04].
2.6.2 Nimda (September 2001)
A little more than a month after Code Red II’s release Nimda was released.
Nimda used the same probabilistic island hopping approach as Code Red II to infiltrate
vulnerable servers. In contrast with other worms, Nimda uses multiple attack vectors to
penetrate systems. In web server exploits, Nimda used backdoor shells from previously
exploited Code Red II web servers and another exploit that allowed access of a
computer’s true root directory and the execution of arbitrary programs [Naz04]. It also
exploited a vulnerability in the Microsoft email client that automatically ran a MIME
encoded readme.exe attachment [CER01a]. It spread using open network shares of
MIME-encoded copies of itself that were automatically run if the preview option was
enabled. Another web exploit uploads more exploits to an infected site. Since Nimda
used many infection techniques, it has avoided complete removal and has remained
largely active for many months after its first introduction to the network [Naz04].
2.6.3 SQL Slammer (January 2003)
SQL Slammer, also known as Sapphire and W32.Slammer, is the fastest
spreading worm to date. Almost 90% of vulnerable computers were infected within 10
minutes on January 25, 2003, nearly an hour before anyone could even begin to protect
against it [MPS03]. Five of the 13 root-name servers and huge sections of the Internet
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went off line in the first 15 minutes of a relentless packet storm. Sapphire used a buffer
overflow attack on Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and Desktop Engine 2000 software. The
vulnerability had been known for 6 months and a patch was available [CER03]. Due to
improper software configurations, some victims didn’t even realize SQL was running
[Bou03]. The Sapphire worm infected nearly 75 thousand hosts and reached its
maximum scanning rate in three minutes. At this point, network bandwidth limitations
began to limit its spread. Sapphire also caused airline flight cancellations, interfered with
elections, and ATM failures [MPS03]. This was the first worm to employ the concept of
the Warhol worm. It was two orders of magnitude faster than Code Red. Luckily
Sapphire didn’t carry a malicious payload or the effects would have been much more
severe [MPS03].
The Sapphire worm used a buffer overflow exploit that was contained in a single
UDP packet, as opposed to the TCP scan of Code Red and Nimda. Since it used UDP, it
didn’t wait for a response and quickly consumed much of the available bandwidth.
“Slammer’s scanning technique is so aggressive that it quickly interferes with its
own growth. Subsequent infections’ contribution to its growth rate diminishes
because those instances must compete with existing infections for scarce
bandwidth. Thus, Slammer achieved its maximum Internet-wide scanning rate in
minutes.” [MPS03]

Fortunately, there were three problems with the Sapphire’s random number
generation code that helped limit the spread. Further, the Internet community was better
trained to stop the spread of worms with the prior outbreaks of Code Red and Nimda and
within an hour put in place UDP filters for 376-byte packets destined for port 1434
13

[CER03]. Additionally, port 1434 could easily be blocked. In contrast, blocking
commonly used ports like 80 or 443 would effectively result in a denial of service that
could have been catastrophic.
The disturbing aspect about this incident is the author of the Sapphire worm is
described as only having decent programming skills. Much of the code taken was from
the actual published exploit. This worm has now set the bar for future worms and is
considered an alarming new standard. The fact that an average programmer can create
the fastest spreading worm in history shows that automated defenses are a necessity since
humans can’t respond in nearly enough time to protect online resources [MPS03].
2.7 Types of Worm Preventions / Protection
While it may seem that Internet worms are invincible, there are many network and
host-based techniques that are effective against them. The host-based approach has much
finer control but the network approach is still needed to block the huge number of
incoming packets that a worm can produce. While some of these methods require a great
deal of preparation, they are well worth the effort when an especially rampant worm tries
to invade a network. Active methods seek out and destroy worms.
2.7.1 Host-Based
There are many ways of preventing or slowing the spread of worms using a hostbased approach including firewalls and anti-virus software. A host-based firewall is a
great tool to prevent the spread of a worm that breached the larger network firewall.
Firewalls however, cannot block worms through ports that must remain open. Anti-virus
software can get rid of worms on a machine, but requires constant updates on worm
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signatures. Another problem with host-based firewalls and anti-virus software is the
amount of time to setup [Naz04]. There are also potential problems with polymorphic
worms that change their signatures or quickly propagating worms that could overwhelm
these tools.
Other ways of preventing worms is to lower the privileges on software or to use
sandboxing or cratering. If software is running at root level, any compromise could result
in a worm gaining that level of privilege; therefore running a process at a lower level
would require extra steps be taken for the worm to compromise a system. Sandboxing is
another way of controlling worms. Sandboxing runs processes in a restricted region.
While in this region, the worm is unable to elevate privileges or alter files outside of the
region. Experts agree that sandboxing is too resource intensive to be used effectively
[Rob04]. Another novel way to stop worms is through cratering. Changing access
control lists for certain files a worm requires to run would render it ineffective [Lie03].
This solution was used in the 1988 HI.com worm where experts recommended creating a
file of the same name without read or write access [Naz04].
Misconfiguration of software seems to be one of the leading ways that worms
exploit a system. Many software packages install unneeded routines by default. Systems
can be made more secure by reducing the number of services offered. Most worms
exploit vulnerabilities that have patches available. By installing current patches, worms
would not be able to gain access to a system. Furthermore, most worms are released
within 1 month of the patch’s release [Naz04]. Proactively scanning a network to
determine what services are offered on ports and installing patches for those port services
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is a good practice. Installing the latest patches is, however, could cause downtime and
the patch could be incompatible with already installed software.
Another prevention technique observes host behavior to determine if it has been
compromised. There is a high learning curve with this method since it must be
customized to a particular network, but it can limit an infected host from spreading the
worm any further. The problem with this solution is it won’t stop passive worms, or
worms that spread using the current usage patterns of the network [Naz04].
2.7.2 Network-Based Solutions
Network solutions should be used in conjunction with host-based solutions to
form a better defense against worm based attacks. Network solutions depend on both
perimeter and subnet firewalls and on intrusion detections systems. These can be used
alone or can be integrated for better protection [Naz04].
Perimeter firewalls prevent a worm from penetrating the network outer layer
thereby protecting the intranet resources. It can also prevent a worm leaving an affected
network. Subnet firewalls add an additional layer of protection in case the worm passes
through the perimeter firewall. While firewalls can’t ensure a network can be accessed
by computers outside the firewall, they can protect the network behind the firewalls
perimeter.
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can detect worms. IDS that create rules for
network firewalls could prevent worms in their initial stages. However, firewalls could
become overloaded with rules causing a denial of service [Naz04].
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A hardware solution called the Field-programmable Port Extender (FPX) scans
2.4 billion bits per second and drops any data deemed malicious [LMK04]. While this
throughput is a sizable increase from traditional software firewalls, worm signatures must
be constantly updated for it to be effective.
TCP worms can be stopped by the LeBrea program. LeBrea looks for worms
trying to connect to unused IP addresses on a network. The worm is “fooled” by
completing the TCP three-way handshake only to put the worm computer “on hold” by
keeping the connection open indefinitely. This virtually halts the worm by having its
outgoing connections idle instead of looking for other hosts to infect [Lis03].
2.7.3 Other Protections
While host-based and network based protections counter worms passively, other
methods seek out worms and their networks to destroy them. These methods are
controversial and legally questionable because they search through intranets much like
the worm they are trying to fight. Some can also cause a high load on a network that is
already under strain from the spread of the worm.
Some active attacks against spreading worms send messages to the infected
machine to shut down using the same attack as the worm. This slows the spread of a
worm by shutting down machines that are replicating worms. When a worm initiates a
check to see if it has already infected a machine, another active approach sends out a
false message to the worm that the computer has already been infected. This approach is
quite time consuming depending on the number of computers in the network [Naz04].
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Some worms use a central location to update their code. To attack the worm’s
host network itself, an inoperable module could be installed at this central update node.
This inoperable module would spread to newly infected nodes stopping the worm in its
tracks. However, worm writers could easily defeat this by using public key encryption to
update the module [Naz04].
Another way to stop worms is to send out a worm to patch computers. Worms
like Bagle and Netsky each install themselves and uninstall the other [Rob04]. The
Welchia worm downloads Microsoft updates and attempts to unload the Blaster worm
[Sym04]. Many factors must be considered when writing this type of worm. If this
“good” worm has errors, it may cause a bigger problem than the original worm. The
bandwidth that the new worm uses compounds the problem with a potential denial of
service. Finally, it is illegal to have a worm “fix” other computers just as it is for the
hacker to release the first malicious one [Naz04].
2.8 NSA SNAC Guides
In 2001, a Congressional oversight committee learned that over 155 separate
government computer systems had been hacked. This led to the enforcement of some
established policies such as the Computer Security Act of 1987 which had a dual
purpose. The first was to create a set of minimal security practices for Federal computer
systems that contain sensitive information. The second was to assign responsibility for
developing standards and guidelines to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) with guidance from the National Security Agency (NSA) [Cor01].
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Many security vulnerabilities can be fixed by simply configuring the system
properly. The NSA, working with Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), NIST,
FBI, SANS Institute, Center for Internet Security and other vendors, have developed a set
of benchmark security configuration guides to provide a “pre-flight checklist” of security
settings [Wol03].
The NSA has recently de-classified a group of documents it created to secure the
Microsoft and some UNIX operating systems and applications [NSA04]. These NSA
Systems and Network Attack Center (SNAC) guides use a top-down approach to securing
a computer and are broken into six broad categories: Application Guides, Database
Server Guides, Operating System guides, Router Guides, Supporting Document Guides,
and Web Servers Guides. The NSA SNAC guides have in-depth explanations of how to
secure their respective category as well as detailed instructions on how to perform those
actions. The checklists at the end of the chapters are to the point and allow system
administrators with an in-depth knowledge of their systems to setup the computers
quickly. An example of a checklist entry from the Guide to the Secure Configuration and
Administration of Microsoft Internet Information Services 5.0 [Wal02] is:
•
•
•
•

Remove all NTFS permissions from the Inetpub directory, and assign only
required access groups and accounts (i.e., remove everyone, add WebUsers,
WebAdmins, etc.)
Establish logical directory structure (i.e., separate static content, html, asp, scripts,
executables into different labeled directories)
Set NTFS permission on directory structures as required
Delete/move all sample directories and scripts that execute the samples

The NSA’s 60 Minute Network Security Guide [NSA02], part of the Supporting
Document guides section, provides an overview of security in both the Windows and
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UNIX environments. This guide defines the properties that make a good security policy.
The most important aspect of a good policy is to have buy-in from all involved which
ensures both the writers of the policy and those who implement the policy agree. The
policy must have guidelines for implementation and be enforced with appropriate
security tools [NSA02].
2.9 Exploits
The exploits used in this thesis are now discussed. Each exploit was selected to
test the ability to compromise the OS and selected services used.
2.9.1 OS Exploits
Worms like Blaster (August, 2003) and Sasser (April, 2004) send out random IP
addresses which make it difficult to use them to attack other computers without extensive
modification to the worm. Instead of using these worms, the actual exploit that the
respective worms employed is used.
2.9.1.1 DCOM RPC Exploit
The Windows Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) buffer overflow exploit is used by worms like MSBlaster. This exploit is
described in the Microsoft Security Bulletin MS03-026 originally posted on 16 July,
2003 [Mic03]. An attacker can send a buffer overflow to ports 135, 139, 445 or other
RPC configured ports and gain system privileges for remote code execution. These ports
are not intended to be used in a hostile environment are normally blocked with either a
hardware firewall or a software firewall such as Windows Internet Connection Firewall
(ICF) that is built into Windows XP Professional.
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This experiment used the DCOM exploit written by Moore and analyzed by
Wayne J Freeman [Fre03] which sends the buffer overflow to port 135 where the RPC
improperly checks it. It then allows this malformed message to overflow the DCOM
process and open a command shell on port 4444 with system level privileges.
2.9.1.2 LSASS Exploit
The Local Security Authority Service (LSASS) Buffer Overflow buffer overflow exploit
is used by worms like Sasser, Korgo, Phatbot, Donk and Bobax. This vulnerability is
described in Microsoft Security Bulletin MS04-11 [Mic04]. This exploit attacks certain
Active Directory service functions in LSASRV.DLL with a buffer overflow that causes
the DsRolerUpgradeDownlevelServer function to write entries to the dcpromo.log file. It
also lets the attacker remotely execute code of their choosing. This exploit was
discovered by eEye Digital Security and uses code written by Houseofdabus and
analyzed by Travis Abrams [Abr04]. It tries to connect to port 445 remotely and opens a
port of your choosing on the vulnerable computer.
2.9.2 Microsoft IIS Extended Unicode Directory Traversal Vulnerability
The Unicode directory traversal exploit, as discussed in Microsoft Security
Bulletin MS00-078, is used by worms like Nimda. This exploit allows attackers to move
out of the web root directory and access any file with the basic Internet user permissions
by replacing the forward or backward slash with its respective UNICODE character.
2.9.3 Outlook Exploit
To test Internet Explorer 6.0 on the Microsoft XP Professional computers, Georgi
Guninski’s security advisory #49 [Gun01] is used. This exploit uses Active X to control
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“Microsoft Outlook View Control” which permits access and manipulation of the user’s
mail messages through Internet Explorer. It also allows the execution of arbitrary
programs through Outlook’s Application object.
2.9.4 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Header Exploit
The MIME type exploit as described in the Microsoft Security Bulletin MS01-020
[Mic01] is used by worms such as Klez, Bugbear, Mydoom, and Sobig. The original
code that proved that this concept would work was written by Juan Carlos Garcia
Cuartango. Microsoft Internet Explorer uses MIME to extend the functionality of
Internet mail to allow formats other than just ASCII text to be used. MIME headers are
used only to evaluate if the embedded file is potentially dangerous and not when the file
is actually processed on the computer. When the embedded file is misrepresented it
could allow potentially dangerous code to be processed on the vulnerable computer with
the permissions of the current user [Mic01].
2.10 Summary
This chapter covered the background on Internet worms as well as the financial
costs that have resulted. Some common traits of worms are described as well as what the
future holds for worms. Four worms were covered in detail: Code Red & Code Red II,
Nimda, and Sapphire. Each exploit used in the thesis is also discussed. Ways to stop
worms from disrupting the network as well as the NSA SNAC guides were described.
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3 Methodology
This chapter covers the goals and hypothesis of this thesis. It also covers the
approach taken as well as the system boundaries.
3.1 Goals and Hypothesis
The intent of this thesis is to determine how well the NSA SNAC security guides
protect the Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP Professional Workstation operating
systems. It also looks at protection of the following applications from selected Windowsbased worms and exploits: Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.0, SQL Server 2000, and
Exchange 2000/ Outlook 2002/ Outlook Express. This experiment also determines how
well the NSA SNAC guides protect against worms on a newly installed operating system
(OS) and applications with and without recommended patches.
It is expected that Microsoft patches protect against most of the chosen worms
and exploits since they are written specifically to stop them. It is unknown how well the
SNAC guides protect an initial setup and no patches.
3.2 Approach
The effectiveness of the SNAC guides is evaluated using two LANs connected by
a Cisco 2600 router as shown in Figure 1. In place of certain worms, the actual exploit is
used because of the randomness of their connections to other nodes.
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Figure 1: System Including IDS

One LAN is the Infected LAN and serves as a launching point for the worm or
actual exploit. This LAN only used the initial setup of the Microsoft OS and applications
in order to make sure that the worms can propagate without hindrance. The other
(initially) Uninfected LAN is used to determine how well the NSA SNAC guides protect
against worm infection using four configurations:
1) Initial install from Microsoft CDs
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2) Initial install and all current patches from Microsoft Update website installed
3) Initial install and NSA SNAC guides incorporated, no patches are installed
except Service Pack 1 which is required to install Exchange 2000
4) Initial install, all Microsoft patches and NSA SNAC guides incorporated
3.3 System Boundaries
The system under test (SUT) is called the Worm Protection System and includes
computers with Windows 2000 Server operating system, and computers with Windows
XP Professional (see Figure 2).
Worm Protection System (SUT)
Microsoft Computers
Uninfected LAN
computers only

Microsoft Operating Systems
Microsoft Applications

Components under
Test (CUT)

Microsoft Patches
SNAC guides

Figure 2: System under Test (SUT)
It also includes the following Microsoft applications; Internet Information
Services (IIS) 5.0, SQL Server 2000, and Exchange 2000/Outlook 2002 / Outlook
Express. The components under test are the NSA SNAC security guideline settings and
all the current Microsoft patches for these applications as well as those for the OS. The
scope of this experiment is limited to using the NSA SNAC guides and current patches
only, no other means of preventing worms, such as firewalls or packet filtering, are used.
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3.4 System Services
This system provides one service: protection against network propagated worms
and exploits. There are two possible outcomes of this service; system is vulnerable or
system is not vulnerable. A system is vulnerable when a worm or exploit has executed its
particular attack vector and has compromised the intended service on the target computer.
A system is not vulnerable when the worm is unable to compromise the intended service.
This research does not examine denial of service attacks.
3.5 Workload
The workload in this research consists of selected Windows-based worms;
namely, versions of the CodeRed worms and the Slammer worm from the CERT/CC
Artifact Catalog [build 528]. The following exploits are used. Unicode Web Traversal
[Sec00], the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) exploit [Fre03], the Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS) exploit
[Abr04], the MIME exploit described in Microsoft Security Bulletin (MSB) MS01-020
[Mic01], and the Outlook XP exploits described in Georgi Guninski’s security advisory
#49 [Gun01]. These worms and exploits are selected to test the ability to compromise the
Windows OS and selected services, IIS 5.0, SQL Server, and Exchange 2000/Outlook
2002, while the NSA SNAC guides are designed to protect.
3.6 Performance Metrics
The performance metrics are based on whether or not the computer is vulnerable
to the exploit / worm. The outcome is either system is vulnerable or system is not
vulnerable. Since this experiment only tests whether a particular system is vulnerable
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from exploits against the specific vector of attack, there is no collection of other data such
as how rapidly the worm spreads or how much bandwidth it used.
3.7 Parameters
The system parameters for this experiment are listed below:
•

Computer Setup: Each is loaded with an OS, Windows 2000 version
5.0.2195 or Windows XP Pro version 5.1.2600, and the appropriate
applications; Active Directory/DNS, IIS 5.0, SQL Server 2000, and
Exchange 2000/Outlook 2002

•

Number of Computers: There are three computers on both the Infected and
the Uninfected LAN. These are used to simulate an actual working
environment with a Windows 2000 DNS server, a Windows 2000
Exchange / IIS / SQL server and a Windows XP Professional client
computer.

•

Security Setup: The Infected LAN has an initial setup while the
Uninfected LAN has four security configurations.

•

Worm / exploit entry points: worms and exploits are released from the
Infected LAN using the standard method of deployment explained in
Chapter 4.

The worm / exploit workload parameters for this experiment are:
•

Worm / exploit target of attack: OS and/or applications

3.8 Factors
The system factors and corresponding values for this experiment are:
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•

Security Configuration Setup:
1) Initial install from Microsoft CDs
2) Initial install and all current patches from Microsoft Update website
3) Initial install, all Microsoft patches and NSA SNAC guides
4) Initial install with NSA SNAC guides incorporated (no patches are
installed except Service Pack 1 which is required to install Exchange
2000). The following NSA SNAC guides are used in the configuration
of the computers:
Guide to Secure Configuration and Administration of Microsoft Windows
2000 Certificate Services [Chr01]
Guide to Secure Configuration and Administration of Microsoft Windows
2000 Certificate Services (Checklist Format) [Chr01a]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows 2000 Group Policy [Han01]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows 2000 Group Policy: Security
Configuration Tool Set [Han01a]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows 2000 Active Directory [SaR00]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows 2000 DNS [Ste01]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows 2000 File and Disk Resources
[HaM02]
Guide to the Secure Configuration and Administration of Microsoft
Exchange 2000 Version 1.2 [Pit03]
Guide to Secure Configuration and Administration of Microsoft Internet
Information Services 5.0 [Wal02]
Guide to Secure Configuration and Administration of Microsoft SQL Server
2000 [ChH00]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Windows XP [BCH03]
Guide to Securing Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 Using Group Policy
[Doe02]
The one divergence with the security setup is that the NSA SNAC guides

call for all recent Microsoft patches to be installed. Only Service Pack 1 is
applied to the initial setup with NSA SNAC guides to test how well the NSA
SNAC guides work alone without Microsoft patches.
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The workload factors are:
•

Worm attack vectors, worms are selected to attack the following categories
and tested against each level of security setup:
o Operating Systems, Windows 2000 and Windows XP Pro:
•

DCOM RPC exploit [Fre03], LSASS exploit [Abr04]

o IIS 5.0:
•

Multiple Code Red worms from CERT/CC Artifact Catalog,
Unicode Web Traversal [Sec00]

o Exchange / Outlook XP
•

the MIME exploit described in MSB MS01-020 [Mic01], the
Outlook XP exploits [Gun01]

o SQL Server
•

Slammer worm from CERT/CC Artifact Catalog

3.9 Evaluation Technique
The hypothesis is tested by direct measurement of a real network. Currently there
are no simulations that can directly model the vulnerabilities and their subsequent fixes
with patches. Validation of the results is done by examining the computer for evidence
of infection based on known results of an attack.
Validation is performed on the worm or exploit on each node of the network.
Every worm /exploit is run on an initial setup to make sure that it functions as expected.
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Each computer node is checked to make sure it is setup correctly in each configuration.
The network is checked to make sure that it is sending and receiving packets correctly.
Ethereal is used on each machine to verify that a specific worm is working correctly and
that it traveled across the network.
3.10 Experimental Design
The experimental design for this research is a full factorial design with
replications. This allows for the examination of every possible combination of workloads
and configurations. The number of factors, levels, and replications:
•

Number of computer configuration setups = 4
1) Initial install from Microsoft CDs
2) Initial install and all current patches from Microsoft Update website
3) Initial install, all Microsoft patches and NSA SNAC guides
4) Initial install with NSA SNAC guides incorporated (no patches are
installed except Service Pack 1 which is required to install Exchange
2000). The following NSA SNAC guides are used in the configuration
of the computers:

•

Number of replications = 2
The second replication is done to verify that the results are the same.

•

Number of worm workloads (the number of computers on a LAN represent
the number of computers that are susceptible to the particular exploit):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

DCOM RPC exploit
= 3 computers on LAN * 4 setups = 12
LSASS exploit
= 3 computers on LAN * 4 setups = 12
Unicode Web Traversal = 1 computer on LAN * 4 setups = 4
MS01-020 exploit
= 1 computer on LAN * 4 setups = 4
Georgi Guninski’s exploit = 1 computer on LAN * 4 setups = 4
Slammer worm
= 1 computer on LAN * 4 setups = 4
Code Red versions
= 1 computer on LAN * 4 setups = 4

Total number of experiments (4) * (2) * (44) = 352
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3.11 Summary
The experiments outlined in this chapter determine how well NSA SNAC guides
protect against specific worms and exploits compared to an initial setup or patched
systems. The system boundaries are outlined as the computers involved including their
OS and applications, the NSA SNAC guides and current patches.
It is expected that current Microsoft patches block worms and exploits better than
the NSA SNAC guides since they are written specifically for them. The experiments
performed and the data received from these experiments is discussed in the next chapter.
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4 Results
This chapter introduces each type of exploit and the results obtained during the
exploit. Each exploit is presented in Chapter 2 and the results are described below for
each configuration. Some alternative ways to protect against the exploit are also
discussed here. A short conclusion of each exploit is also provided in each section.
4.1 Operating System Exploit Results
4.1.1 DCOM RPC Exploit
Windows 2000 Server
The DCOM exploit is successful on the initial configuration of Windows 2000
Server opening a command prompt to “C:\WINNT\System32”. The exploit failed on all
other configurations with the exception of the initial install with NSA SNAC guides
when Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is turned off. When IPSec is used to block the
ports that are vulnerable the exploit is unsuccessful.
Security Focus [Sec03] states that another way to protect from the exploit is by
having the Distributed COM be turned off, but states that this can only be done on
Windows 2000 with Service Pack 3 installed. The problem with this solution is that it
could create problems with the communication between the Active Directory /DNS
server and the Exchange Server, which are closely linked and need to communicate on
these ports.
Windows XP Professional
The Windows XP Pro initial setup is also compromised by the exploit opening a
command prompt to “C:\Windows\System32”. The exploit failed on all other
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configurations including the initial configuration with NSA SNAC guides when the builtin ICF enabled. When the ICF is disabled, the DCOM RPC exploit is successful on this
configuration.
4.1.2 LSASS Exploit
Windows 2000 Server
The Travis Abrams experiment used a Windows 2000 computer with Service
Pack 3, whereas this experiment used Service Pack 1 on both the initial and initial with
NSA SNAC guides and Service Pack 4 on the patched configurations. With only Service
Pack 1 installed the LSASS exploit restarts the computer after connecting.
The LSASS exploit failed on the initial setup on the Active Directory Windows
2000 Server, but succeeded on the Exchange / IIS / SQL Server. The exploit failed on all
other Windows 2000 configurations. The exploit didn’t work on the initial setup of
Windows 2000 Server with only NSA SNAC guides applied because the Local Security
Policy “Additional restrictions for anonymous connections” setting is set to “No access
without explicit anonymous permissions.” This prevented the LSASS exploit from
connecting to the NetBIOS null session.
Security Focus recommends creating a read-only ‘dcpromo.log’ to stop this
vulnerability [Sec04] which is why the exploit failed on the initial setup on Windows
2000 Active Directory / DNS server. They also recommend TCP/IP filtering to block all
un-initiated inbound TCP traffic to any port. TCP/IP filtering may cause problems with
the interaction of the Active Directory /DNS server and the Exchange Server which need
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to communicate over this port. Another approach is to stop the server service;
unfortunately this is needed for IIS and Exchange administration to function correctly.
Windows XP Professional
The LSASS exploit succeeded on the Windows XP Pro computer with just an
initial setup. The exploit failed on all other configurations. When the ICF is disabled on
the initial configuration with NSA SNAC guides, the exploit succeeded. The exploit
succeeded even when the two Local Security Policies: “Network Access: Do not allow
anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts” and “Network Access: Do not allow
anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts and shares” are enabled. A reason for this
may be that the “Restrict Anonymous = 2” is no longer a valid setting for Windows XP
Professional which is present in Windows 2000 Server. This setting fully prevents
enumeration of the users and shares [Cer02].
4.1.3 Operating System Exploit Summary
The configurations with patches protected the computers since these patches are
written specifically for the exploit. Note that all these patches were written after the
exploit was discovered. The patches made it possible to prevent the buffer overflows by
altering the vulnerable code.
The NSA SNAC guides could not prevent inherent buffer overflow exploits to the
Operating System, but with IPSec enabled it could prevent the packets from getting to the
computer. IPSec could also prevent an insider threat from attacking these NetBIOS
ports, which are usually open behind a firewall.
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4.2 IIS Exploit Results
4.2.1 Microsoft IIS Extended Unicode Directory Traversal Vulnerability
The exploit from Security Focus [Sec00] is used on the IIS 5.0 server on all
configurations. The initial configuration is vulnerable to this exploit, while all other
configurations are found to be secure.
4.2.2 Code Red Worm
The actual Code Red worm binaries, ‘codered.D’, ‘red1.bin’, ‘red2a.bin’,
‘red2b.bin’, from the CERT/CC Artifact Catalog [build 528] database are used to test the
IIS 5.0 server. The Code Red worm exploit sends a buffer overflow to the Indexing
Service DLL. Code Red exploited the ‘Idq.dll’ file because the script mappings for the
Internet Data Query (.idq) and Internet Data Administration (.ida) files are present.
In this exploit, the binaries are sent to the Uninfected IIS server with NetCat on
port 80. The initial configuration is vulnerable to each binary when tested; all other
configurations prevented the exploit from working.
4.2.3 Conclusions
The NSA SNAC guides changed the IIS home directory so that it is on a drive
separate from the operating system preventing the UNICODE traversal. The guides also
rename common directories and eliminating unnecessary ones in case any of these are
vulnerable. The NTFS file permissions are also changed so that minimal permissions are
granted and that “Guest” and “Everyone” are removed from the IIS directories. This
prevents the “IUSR” account from having too much control over the IIS directories.
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The NSA SNAC guides also remove any unneeded script mappings to prevent
any potential vulnerability that these “.dll” files could have from affecting the security of
the web server.
4.3 SQL Server Exploit Results
4.3.1 SQL Slammer Worm
To test the Microsoft SQL Server 2000, the SQL Slammer ‘worm.bin’ binary
from CERT/CC Artifact Catalog [build 528] database is used. The SQL Slammer worm
uses a buffer overflow against SQL Server 2000 as described in Chapter 2. The SQL
binary is sent to the SQL Servers in each configuration using Netcat.
This exploit is successful on the initial setup, but is unsuccessful on all other
configurations.
4.3.2 Conclusions
The NSA SNAC guides recommend the use of Windows Authentication Mode.
This prevented the worm from connecting to the server. Also, by changing the port like
the NSA SNAC guides suggest, it would be more difficult and require more coding for
the worm to find and try to exploit. In addition, the NSA SNAC guides recommend
using IPSec to secure the server. This experiment didn’t use IPSec, but it would certainly
add another substantial layer to the security of the SQL server as shown by the success of
IPSec in the Operating System exploits.
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4.4 Internet Explorer (IE) / Email Exploits
4.4.1 Microsoft IE MIME Header Exploit Results
The MIME type exploit as described in the Microsoft Security Bulletin MS01-020
[Mic01] is used by worms such as Klez, Bugbear, Mydoom, and Sobig. The original
code that proved that this concept would work was written by Juan Carlos Garcia
Cuartango. The demonstration from Inside Security is used to test the Windows 2000
servers with Internet Explorer 5.0 [Ins01]. Since Internet Explorer 6.0, installed by
default on the Windows XP Professional is not affected, it was not tested. This exploit
has an incorrectly configured MIME map on the server and allows “foo.vbs” to run on
the client which writes a test.txt file to the C: drive.
The initial configuration is vulnerable to this exploit and had the “test.txt” file
written to the C: drive. The patched Windows 2000 configuration had Internet Explorer
6.0 so it is not vulnerable to the exploit. The NSA SNAC guides configuration is
vulnerable to this exploit when the security setting “file download” is enabled but when
“file download” is disabled the exploit failed to run the script which prevented the
creation of the “test.txt” file to the C: drive.
4.4.2 Microsoft IE / Outlook Exploit Results
The initial configuration of this exploit deleted email from the user’s Outlook as
well as opened a command prompt that is able to execute any command. The patched
system opened the Outlook mail in Internet Explorer, but it didn’t delete the mail or open
up the command window. The NSA SNAC guides are not vulnerable with Active X
disabled and didn’t open Outlook emails or the command prompt.
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4.4.3 Conclusions
The patched configuration does nothing to disable Active X or File Download
which could lead to other exploits. They do however protect from both of these exploits
although they still allow Internet Explorer to access Outlook’s Application object. The
NSA SNAC guides let the system administrators choose to enable Active X and File
Download based on usability in the Internet Zone. While this is done to ensure
functionality for end users, these tests show it is a risk to keep them enabled.
4.5 Summary
This chapter covers all the results of the exploits on each experiment conducted.
It also explained the exploits and how the NSA SNAC guides protected against them.
Some alternative protection methods are also covered. Table 1 identifies the results of
how the four different security setups performed against each exploit or worm. The
Initial system configuration is vulnerable to all exploits. The NSA SNAC guides
configuration as well as the patched system prevented the attacks.
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Table 1: Result of Exploit on Different Configurations
Type Configuration
Exploit/worm

Initial

Initial + NSA SNAC guides

Initial + Patches

Initial + Patches +
NSA SNAC guides

DCOM RPC

System Vulnerable

Exploit Failed w/ IPSEC or

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

XP firewall
System Vulnerable w/o
IPSEC or XP firewall
LSASS

System Vulnerable

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Code Red

System Vulnerable

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Unicode Traversal

System Vulnerable

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

SQL Slammer

System Vulnerable

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

Georgi Guninski’s

System Vulnerable

Exploit failed w/ Active X

System Partially

Exploit failed w/

disabled

Vulnerable

Active X disabled

Exploit failed when file

Exploit failed

Exploit failed

security advisory
MS01-020
(on IE 5.0)

System Vulnerable

download disabled
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5 Conclusions
This chapter presents the conclusions of the research. It compares the results of
all configurations as well as gives the reason for the results on the configuration using the
NSA SNAC guides.
5.1 Conclusions of Research
While both the NSA SNAC guides and the Microsoft patches are comparable in
their protection against the exploits, as shown in Table 1, there are many factors to look
at when trying to determine what type of configuration is better. The most important
factor to consider is from what point the exploit is discovered to the time when the
system is protected. Another issue is what type of vulnerability the exploit is attacking.
While the patched configuration protects about as well as the NSA SNAC guides
configuration, there is a big difference in the timeliness of the fix to the vulnerability.
The NSA SNAC guides are applied to the initial configuration so the computers are
protected as soon as they are put online. The patched systems, on the other hand, are
vulnerable until the patch for the particular exploit is released and then installed on the
computers.
Furthermore, patches on the computers do not secure passwords, change security
settings, limit access or remove extraneous packages that could have undiscovered
exploits. Some exploits rely on weak passwords which patches do not fix. The NSA
SNAC guides make sure that the passwords meet complexity requirements as well as
being 12 characters long.
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The NSA SNAC guides limit which ports that can be accessed by using IPSec or
XP Professional’s built-in firewall. This not only stops the known buffer overflow
vulnerabilities, but could potentially stop any new exploits from attacking these ports. It
also can prevent insider threats since many organizations’ NetBIOS ports are open behind
their firewall.
The NSA SNAC guides also protect applications with ports that can’t be closed,
like IIS, and SQL Server. The NSA SNAC guides recommended removing superfluous
Internet Server Application Program Interface (ISAPI) filters as well as unused sample
directories from IIS to prevent exploits. They also recommended the web root directory
be on a separate drive from the OS to prevent UNICODE traversal exploits. The SQL
Server should be moved to a non-standard port which would help against worms that scan
for the standard port. Further, the NSA SNAC guides recommend Windows
Authentication Mode for the SQL Server which uses the built in security authentication
of the Windows OS. Another recommendation is to use IPSec on these SQL services so
connections to your computer are limited thus reducing your exposure to possible
exploits. The NSA SNAC guides also disable unneeded services to prevent exploitation.
This further reduces what ports are listening and services that could be vulnerable.
With all these facts and the results of the experiments it is reasonably certain that
the NSA SNAC guides provide better protection than Microsoft patches alone. Specific
reasons that the NSA SNAC guides prevented the exploits from working are shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2: NSA SNAC Guides Configuration Results
Exploit/worm

Reason exploit failed on initial configuration with NSA SNAC
guides

DCOM RPC

Windows 2000: IPSec blocked vulnerable ports
XP Professional: ICF blocked vulnerable ports

LSASS

Windows 2000: NetBIOS null session not allowed
XP Professional: ICF blocked vulnerable ports

Code Red

Removed vulnerable ISAPI filters

Unicode Traversal

Moved web directory to separate drive

SQL Slammer

only use Windows Authentication Mode

Georgi Guninski’s

Internet Explorer 6.0 Security Settings: Disabled Active X

security advisory
MS01-020

Internet Explorer 5.0 Security Settings: Disabled file downloads

5.2 Significance of Research
The results that show the NSA SNAC guides protect from a number of
vulnerabilities as well as patches allows administrators time to test out the patches. Some
companies make sure Microsoft patches do not interfere with existing software so using
the NSA SNAC guides will help protect their computer systems during this validation
process time.
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5.3 Recommendations for Action
While the NSA SNAC guides alone provide a better protection against just
patches, it is not the intention of this experiment to persuade anyone to stop using
patches. The NSA SNAC guides also advocate the use of defense in depth. They
recommend not only the use of patches, but firewalls, virus scanning software as well as
user education. While the NSA SNAC guides protected against all the attacks that are
used in these experiments, there is no guarantee that they will protect against all
vulnerabilities by themselves. Computers can be best protected against vulnerabilities
through constant reevaluations of security practices.
It should be a priority for the NSA to produce non-technical guidelines to secure:
Windows XP Home / Professional, and Windows 2000 as well as common applications
since home users are now being targeted by many exploits. These non-technical home
users need simple and concise checklists in order to be used. The current NSA SNAC
guides are in-depth guides written for knowledgeable system administrators. These
would frustrate common users and prevent them from being used.
5.4 Summary
This chapter covered the conclusions made from the results of the experiments.
While the NSA SNAC guides seem to work as well as the Microsoft patches it is not
recommended to use the NSA SNAC guides alone. The real strength of the NSA SNAC
guides is that they promote defense in depth and don’t just rely on one method of
protection to defend against exploits.
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